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1. MOTIVATION 

When researching superconductors, I have always been looking for beauty, simplicity 

and clarity. I think I have found them. For me this work has been research, experience 

and passion and I will carry on with it with humbleness towards science. My 

motivation was not to carry out work that is rewarded with a PhD degree but to carry 

out work that deserves the degree. When the first polycrystalline YBCO bulk fell into 

my hands, I decided to try and develop some superconductor application for it. 

In the beginning I only managed to make demonstrative experiments but I wanted to 

do more. I was reading more and more articles of Dr Istvan Vajda, my future 

supervisor, and the proper facilities became available for me during my PhD work at 

the university. That time I had not even thought of the beauties that this career had in 

store for me. It was hard work to get thus far but this was my own personal decision. 

Sitting up in the nights in the lab has become natural. I have made a lot of friends both 

at the university (TUB) and in research institutes. My work has been supported and 

appreciated. This has always made me enthusiastic. My workplace, Kecskemét 

College Faculty of Technology and Automation (GAMF) has also supported me. 

It was a significant step for me when two of my articles were selected for publication 

in the European Superconductivity News Forum „Science and Technology News”. 

These events have always encouraged me to further my research and I will be able 

gather confidence from them in the future as well. 

 

2. SHORT INTRODUCTION TO THE TOPIC 

I carried out my work using high temperature superconductor (HTS) material. 

Selecting the material was a crucial question for me. I had to consider the facilities 

and my possibilities. 

Until 1986 only Type I and the low temperature Type II superconductors were known. 

The discovery of Type I is connected with the name of Kammerlingh Onnes, a Dutch 

physician. By 1986 the highest critical temperature (Nb3Ge (23K)) and the greatest 

critical magnetic field had been achieved in intermetallic compounds and alloys. 

These are the so called low temperature, Type II superconductors. The year 1986 was 

a turning point, since the highest critical temperature and the maximum of the critical 

magnetic field were considerably exceeded.  

The superconductor state occurred above the boiling point (77 K) of liquid nitrogen. 

These are the so called high temperature superconductors (HTS). With the emergence 

of YBCO a more intense research into the application of superconductors has started. 



Several industrial solutions have been developed for storing, forwarding and 

transforming energy in the field of power applications. More and more resistive and 

inductive fault current limiters (FCL) and self-limiting transformers have been 

prepared. I have also used YBCO bulks and SF 12050 tapes for my research to create 

a new type self-limiting transformer. 

3.  AIMS 

Since I made the decision, my aim has been to develop a machine of 

international importance. It was my aim to realize the transfer of static and alternating 

magnetic field applying the principle of flux constancy between separate iron cores 

using YBCO superconductor rings and loops in a way that has not been practiced so 

far. A measurement result can be seen in Fig. 1 for flux transfer between two separate 

iron cores. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1.   Flux transfer between two separate iron cores changing the excitation of the primary iron 
core 

 

I will describe solutions for the construction of a self-limiting transformer via flux 

transfer between separate iron cores (Fig. 2) and applying the principle of active 

magnetic fault. 
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Fig. 2. Three-phase 400VA self-limiting transformer with flux transfer 

I will present how 2 Tesla flux density can be achieved in an 18 mm air gap without 

artificially cooling the exciting coils while magnetizing the YBCO bulks which takes 

about 2 min. The measured values can be seen in Fig. 3. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 The measured results of the magnetizer 

To realize my ideas I was trying to exploit the potentials of high temperature 

superconductors (HTS). I wanted to examine how the presence of a superconductor 

ring or closed loop can influence the transfer of flux constant in time and flux 

alternating in time between two separate iron cores. To complete my work, I had to 

elaborate machining technologies to carry out my experiments. I knew this would 

require longer time but I undertook it hoping to reach my aim. 
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4. RESEARCH METHODS 

My research has been characterized by a special process.  

In the case of the first and second thesis I had my hypotheses that I roughly checked 

to see whether they contradicted any laws of physics or electronics. Having 

considered this, I prepared the working application. I was aiming at industrial 

applications with my models. As I am an experimenting type of person, I was 

approaching the problem from a practical point of view. After testing I started the 

more detailed theoretical examinations. During the theoretical research I was 

primarily aiming at giving the operational equations and then carried out analysis. 

That is, after the idea was born and checked, I put the emphasis on practical evidences 

followed by theoretical elaboration. Practical evidence was a hard task to face. I had 

to carry out research that was not directly connected with the thesis but indirectly it 

enhanced it. Thus, I had to prepare the YBCO rings and loops for the scientific work. 

The superconductor applications that I have designed generated the solutions to tasks 

that made fast and economical machining, cutting, drilling and economical 

magnetization of both rigid and fragile, layered superconductor bulks for applications 

and testing possible. Firstly, I made rings from YBCO bulks but the size of the rings 

restricted application possibilities. I was looking for a solution and got to the idea to 

prepare continuous closed YBCO loops from second generation tapes. I have not 

made a thesis about it but it is supported by international publications. I machined 

superconductor bulks not only at BME but for research institutes in India, Ukraine, 

Germany and France as well. At the same time, I was experimenting with the 

machining of BSCCO and MgB2, too. 

My third thesis generated from the demand for checking the machining. This is why I 

designed an economical magnetizer for testing the cracks in YBCO bulks. This 

machine is able to achieve 2T flux density in an 18-mm air-gap and does not require 

cooling the exciting coils during the magnetization of the superconductor bulks 

(approx. 2 min.). In this case, in contrast with the first and second thesis, I carried out 

theoretical examinations with simulation. It was carried out with COMSOL 

Multiphysics software. After several tests, having the necessary results, I started its 

execution.  

 

5.   SUMMARY OF SCIENTIFIC WORK 

I have proven both theoretically and in practice the possibility of the transfer of 

magnetic flux between separate iron cores. I have justified that applying this principle 

it is possible to construct a self-limiting transformer.  



I have constructed a self-limiting transformer putting into practice the principle of 

active magnetic fault. This principle is introduced by me. 

I have designed and executed a magnetizer for superconductor bulks where 2T flux 

density can be produced in an 18mm air gap without cooling the exciting coils 

artificially. This equipment can be efficiently used for the magnetization of YBCO 

bulks.  

6. NEW SCIENTIFIC RESULTS 

6.1 THESIS I.  

I drew the conclusion that it is possible to transfer magnetic flux that is constant or 

alternating in time between separate iron cores with the help of one or several closed 

superconductor loops. I have proven the transfer both theoretically and 

experimentally. Both the constant and the alternating flux transfer have got new 

application possibilities [3], [4], [5]. 

a) I have proven theoretically that both the ring made of YBCO superconductor 

bulk and the second generation YBCO superconductor tape can be used for 

the transfer of flux, which is constant in time or alternating in time, between 

separate iron coils. I have provided the correlations defining the resistance of 

the primary and secondary equivalent magnet with whose help the value of the 

flux of the separate iron cores can be easily calculated. I have provided the 

correlation that can be used to calculate the current of the superconductor 

loops in the general case when an optional number of closed loops 

characterized with their magnetic resistance surround the superconductor 

loops in the case of external excitation with optional number of iron cores. 

b) I have proven with measurements the possibility of the transfer of flux either 

constant in time and or alternating in time between two separate iron cores 

using superconductors. In fact, the flux of the primary iron coil can be 

changed with external excitation and as a result the flux of the secondary iron 

coil changes during the transfer but it retains the new value. I have proved that 

the transfer of the flux is possible both in the case of zero field cooled (ZFC), 

i.e. the magnetic field is not cooled and also in the case of field cooled (FC). 

As a preparation for industrial application I have proven that the transfer of 

50Hz alternating flux is also possible between separate iron cores. 



6.2  THESIS II. (new types of self-limitation) 

A self-limiting transformer can be made applying the principle of flux transfer 

between separate iron cores, using YBCO superconductor, and applying the 

principle of active magnetic fault introduced by me. I have proven the operability 

of this principle with the measured results of the one-phase and that of the three-

phase self-limiting transformer containing separate iron cores. The principle of 

active magnetic fault was carried out using YBCO superconductor and I have 

proven it both theoretically and practically. I have constructed a one-phase self-

limiting transformer based on this principle and its measuring results confirmed 

the fact of self-limiting. [1], [2].  

 

a) I have defined the factors of transfer operation and transfer limitation 

between the separate iron cores theoretically. With these factors – 

considering the parameters of the given superconductor tape – the 

characteristics of the tape can be defined for flux transformation and current 

limitation. 

 

b) I have proven the fact of self-limiting with the measurement results of a one-

phase and a three-phase flux transferring self-limiting transformer with 

separate iron cores. 

 

c) Theoretically I have proven that applying active magnetic fault and using 

superconductor tapes, a one-phase, three-columned self-limiting transformer 

can be constructed. I have defined the current of the superconductor loop 

surrounding two of the closed excited iron cores out of the three. I have 

proven that the current of the superconductor loop solely depends on the 

proportion of the magnetic resistance of the closed iron columns and also on 

the secondary excitation respectively, and it is independent of the magnetic 

resistance of the way of the leakage field that does not pass through the 

closed loop. I have proven that the magnetic resistance ensuring the way of 

the leakage field influences the proportion of the limitation with flux 

distribution during the limiting process. 

  



6.3 THESIS III (YBCO bulk magnetizer) 

A magnetizer can be built without the artificial cooling of the exciting coils 
that can be used for the magnetization of YBCO bulks with a diameter of 
50mm and height of 10-12 mm. 2 T flux density is necessary for magnetization 
and it can be provided in an 18 mm air gap without the artificial cooling of the 
exciting coils. Shaping and winding the exciting coils of a given external size 
and the related iron cores of a given pole surface with the poles’ conic angle 
we can find an optimal polar conic angle where maximal magnetic induction 
can be achieved in the air gap. [7]. 

 

a)  With a simulation I have proven that depending on the exciting coils and the 

conic angle of the iron cores in the case of a given air gap there can be found a 

conic angle where the magnetic induction of the air gap (operational volume) is 

maximal. I have also proven with a simulation that in the case of increasing 

current density the optimum occurs at a bigger conic angle than in the previous 

case. 
 

b)  I have proven with measurement results that 2Tesla flux density can be achieved 

in an 18.4 mm air gap without the need to cool the exciting coils artificially 

during the period of magnetization of YBCO superconductor bulks (approx. 2 

min.). With the magnetizer the machined YBCO bulks can be tested via trapped 

flux. 

From a practical point of view it is important  to mention that the construction 

of the machine is economical. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

7. APPLICATION OF THE SCIENTIFIC RESULTS 



 

All my 3 theses can be applied in practice. 

A self-limiting transformer either one-phased or three-phased can be constructed for 

flux transfer between separate iron cores as proven theoretically in Thesis I and 

introduced in Thesis III. During my research a three-phase 400 VA self-limiting 

transformer has been constructed. The transfer of a constant magnetic flux can be 

practically applied as the magnetic induction in one of the air gaps can be changed 

with the external excitation on the other iron core via FC cooling. 

The practical advantage of the self-limiting transformer based on the principle of 

active magnetic fault described in Thesis II is that in the case of a secondary fault 

resistance occurs on the non-looped column and it can be applied for protection. 

Thesis III makes it possible to generate 2 Tesla without cooling the exciting coils 

while the superconductor bulks are magnetized (2 min.). The equipment can be used 

for magnetizing YBCO bulks with a diameter of 52 mm and height of 10-12 mm. 

8.   FURTHER RESEARCH TASKS 
 

The work that has been carried out envisages further development and research. 

As a continuation of my theses I will compare 1-, 2- and 3-phase faults with the faults 

of traditional transformers. A further task for me will be to reduce the loss to the level 

of traditional transformers. At present I am working on it but it is too early to make an 

announcement. I will examine the operational differences of parallel and serial 

superconductor tapes. A further aim is to optimize the magnetizer using a 

superconductor coil. 
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